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the other fighters are mostly standard fare with the exception of one. the
player can select from a special attack called the rider kick which lets

them perform a powerful attack that can be used once per fight. the super
jutsu gauge will appear in the corner of the screen, which will tell you how
long you have to perform a super move. if you run out of energy, you will

not be able to perform a super move. however, you can still perform a
normal kick if you have not run out of energy. the player can perform

normal kicks by using their super jutsu gauge as well. the game is quite
repetitive with the same enemies coming around again and again, and

pretty much the same combos being performed over and over. sure youll
be performing rider kicks and jutsu kicks, but the main difference is that

each rider has their own super jutsu gauge to save, but it feels pointless to
have them all in the same spot. you can also use the rider pairs to fight

alongside each other in the formation battles, making them quite useful in
the missions that call for you to work together. theres also the added

benefit of the dual top-down views that lets you switch between the two
riders and see what each one is doing at the same time. theres also the
option to play the game in single-player with a number of characters,
though its not a true continuation of the story as it was split into two

games for the psp and ps2 versions. each rider only has one game, but
theres a lot of content to come and while each game is short, its easy to

get lost in the abundance of things to do. all the characters have their own
set of moves, with the main differences being the riders special moves.

while some of them like the awesome drive are useable in battle, you can
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only use the other moves through the special moves menu. most of them
have their own set of moves to supplement their normal moves, and while

some of them are merely cosmetic, theres some pretty cool ones in the
battle moves. like kamen rider double power-ups and finishing moves. a

lot of the battle moves are activated using a rider pairs (up to four) and its
a lot of fun to use them in battle.
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ps2 versions. each rider only
has one game, but theres a lot
of content to come and while

each game is short, its easy to
get lost in the abundance of

things to do. all the characters
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being the riders special
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the special moves menu. most
of them have their own set of

moves to supplement their
normal moves, and while
some of them are merely

cosmetic, theres some pretty
cool ones in the battle moves.
like kamen rider double power-
ups and finishing moves. a lot

of the battle moves are
activated using a rider pairs

(up to four) and its a lot of fun
to use them in battle.
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